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Binmaster brings precision and reliability to 

measuring and monitoring volume and tonnage 

in free standing stockpiles. Replace outdated 

guesswork, inventory write-offs, and bad valu-

ations while saving hours of time and hassle. 

Stockpile Reports automates pile measurement 

using pictures from a cell phone, drone, plane, or 

fixed camera. 

STOCKPILE 
REPORTS
Measure Inventory

from Imagery



Collect images
via phone or drone

Upload
images

Our system
auto-processes

Reports auto-
generated

Evolutionize Pile Management
Inventory Monitoring
Vital information on the volume, tonnage, and condition risks  
for each pile

Production Management
Monthly, weekly, or even daily reporting to track and plan  
production

Financial Validation 
Timely, precise, and reliable data for inventory valuation 
and financial reporting

Pile Monitoring Made  
Safer & More Reliable
Eliminate climbing and visual inspections with photo-

graphs taken from the ground or the air, depending on 

location and pile size. Advanced processing — driven by 

three powerful patents— drives 10 automated sensing 

features and delivers 8 key metrics for every stockpile.

It’s this simple.
You snap and upload images. We do the rest.
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Effortless Full-Service Subscriptions
Reliable: Online service requires no special hardware

Scalable: Subscriptions for 5 to more than 500 piles

Versatile: The only system that works from ground or air cameras

Smart: Auto detects new piles, alerts to obstructions and conditions

One Digitized Dashboard

             Detects and 
           identifies piles 
with vegetation, equip-
ment, obstructions, 
standing water, debris, 
or snow that could 
impact measurement 
reliability.

                Alerts 
              to confirm  
new piles, inventory 
or flight requests, 
and unverified  
measurements.

             Visually
          maps each 
site, pinpointing the 
location of each 
pile with one-click 
access to details 
on each pile.

             Manage 
          inventory by  
products, piles, and 
last measurement 
date and call out  
required actions.

      Reports easily download to Excel 
     or PDF for sharing and integrating 
with other business systems.
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You pile it. We measure it.

Company-Wide Collaboration
Authorized uses get anywhere, anytime report access via Stockpile Reports web portal.

Agriculture

Aggregate Cement

Mining


